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We develop the lattice geometry which corresponds to irreducible disjoint covering systems of 
residue sets. For such systems Korec has established a stronger version of Mycielski’s inequality, 
which gives a lower bound on the size of the system in terms of its moduli. We show how the 
lattice geometry can be used to interpret this and obtain a stronger result. Of particular interest 
here are the collapsible cell partitions, which are the geometric analogue of the natural disjoint 
covering systems introduced by Porubsk$. 
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1. Introduction 
For n E N, CI E Z let a(n) denote the residue set a(n) : = {k E Z: n 1 k - a}. We refer 
to n as the modulus of this residue set. A family d = {ai( 1 I is t} of residue 
sets is a disjoint covering system (DCS) if it forms a partition of Z. The family d 
is degenerate if n, = .** = n,. It is reducible if it is either degenerate, or else if the 
union of the residue sets in some proper subfamily of it forms a single residue set; 
precisely, if Uicl ai(ni)=a(n) for some aE?T, n~iN, ZC{l,...,t> with l<IZI<t. 
Otherwise it is irreducible. 
For n E n\l let p(n) and P(n) denote the least and greatest prime divisors of n, 
respectively. Define a function A : N -+ N as follows: if n E N has the prime fac- 
torization n = nf= 1 p?, then A(n) := 1+ zI= 1 Clj(Pj- 1). Korec has found lower 
bounds for the size of a DCS (i.e., the number of residue sets in it) in terms of its 
moduli. Precisely, 
Result A (Korec [7]). Let A = {ai( 1 ri% t) be a DCS, and let m =Icm(ni: 
15 i5 t). Then t 2 A(m). 
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Result B. Let A = {ai( 1 sic t} be an irreducible DCS, and let m =lcm(nj: 
llilt). Then 
(i) (Korec [lo]) t 2 max, 5 i5f A(ni) + P(m); 
(ii) (Korec [S]) m has at least three distinct prime divisors. 
Korec [lo, Theorem 4.81 states his result as t ~rnax,,~~~ A(ni) +p3, where 
p3 is the third-from-smallest prime divisor of m, since he deals with non- 
natural DCSs (defined below), which may in fact be reducible. It is clear though 
from his proofs of Lemmas 3.4 and 4.6 that what he actually shows is that t L 
max 15i5t n(nJ +P(m) in case the DCS is nondegenerate irreducible. Similarly he 
shows [9, Lemma 3.2(c)] that m has at least three distinct prime divisors when d 
is a nonnatural DCS. 
Our purpose here is two-fold. First to produce a geometric setting for irreducible 
DCSs and for some of Korec’s results in [S]. Second to establish 
Result C. Let A = {ai( 1 <is t} be an irreducible DCS, and let m =lcm(rzi: 
15 ii t) have the prime factors p(m) =pl <p2 < 1.. <pi= P(m). Then 
(i) t2maxl,iSr A(ni) + [p(m) - 11P0@; 
(ii) t2maxl.icr ~(ni)+(Pl+P2+P3-5).1 
If d is only assumed to be nonnatural, then the conclusion of Result C(i) should 
be modified to t 2 maxl,i5r A@,)+ [p(m)-l]p3, and Result C(ii) still holds. The 
justification follows the lines of Korec [lo]. 
In Section 2 we introduce the relevant lattice geometry in Z”, and in Section 3 we 
use the parallelotope mapping constructed in [2] to convert the geometry of cells to 
the algebra of cosets. The notion we have introduced of a collapsible coset partition 
corresponds to a special case of Porubskq’s natural DCS [12]. A DCS is said to be 
natural if it can be successively “collapsed” all the way to the trivial partition {Z}; 
where “collapsing” is the operation of replacing some residue sets in d all of the 
same modulus, whose union is a residue set, with that union. The collapsible case 
occurs when the residue sets which are successively collapsed form an increasing 
chain, so that at each stage it is the minimal residue sets which are collapsed. 
Equivalently, starting with Z, at each stage one of the minimal residue sets is split 
(see Fig. 1). Thus any natural DCS is reducible, but the converse does not hold. In 
Section 4 we prove our Result C(i) above stated in an equivalent form (Theorem 4.1) 
for coset partitions of the cyclic group Z/mZ. 
Although our techniques differ from those of Korec, inevitably the study of ir- 
reducible DCSs leads to the study of some sort of “splitting”, whereby one coset 
is covered disjointly by others and thus is split into pieces. In Lemma 3.3 below we 
’ Observe that if m is odd, then, given that m has at least three prime divisors, [p(m)- l]P(m)> 
p, +pz +p3 ~ 5. Thus Result C(ii) is only useful when m is even. 
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show that if there are few enough cosets in the cover, then the pieces must all be 
of equal size. In Theorem 3.4 we carry this further and analyze two families of dis- 
joint cosets with the same union. Again if there are few enough cosets in one of the 
families, then the other family must be a refinement of it, in the sense that the other 
family splits into covers of each of its individual cosets. Cf. Korec [ 10, Lemmas 4.2 
and 4.41. See also our remark following the proof of Lemma 3.3 below. 
Clearly the establishment of Results B(i) or C(i) also entails identification of the 
“extremal” DCSs, for which t = maxi ci5c A(ni). These DCSs must be the collapsi-~ 
ble ones, of course, since Korec proved that t>max15i5r I +p3 for noncollapsi- 
ble DCSs as we mentioned above. Korec’s Theorem 4.1 in [lo] and our Theorem 
2.1 below identify the extremal DCSs as being the collapsible ones, and the extremal 
cell partitions for which equality holds in (1) below (for some cell C in the partition) 
as being the collapsible ones, respectively. 
In Section 5 we prove Result C(ii) in the equivalent form of Corollary 5.4. The 
corollary used to prove this result (Corollary 5.2) has a special application to 
Boolean algebra, as described in Section 6. We were made aware of the connection 
between tautologies and cell coverings of the 2-cube U(n; 2) (defined in Section 2 
below) through conversation with D. Zeilberger and the recent paper [l] of Aharoni 
and Linial (see also [ 111). In particular for certain irreducible tautologies we can in- 
crease M. Tarsi’s lower bound of n + 1 for the number of clauses in them to n + 2 
(see Corollary 6.1). 
For a general discussion and examples of irreducible and nonnatural DCSs see 
Korec [8, lo]. Korec introduces the notion of “splitting a DCS”, whereby one of 
its residue sets is broken up into smaller pieces comprising it. An important result 
he proves is that any nonnatural DCS can be built up this way, necessarily using 
some nondegenerate irreducible DCS along the way (see [lo, (2.4)]; [8, Theorem 2.41 
and the proof of [lo, Theorem 1.11). For a discussion of irreducible DCSs the lcm 
of whose moduli is simply a product of three distinct primes, see [9]. For our 
geometrical approach and general improvements (involving coset partitions of non- 
cyclic groups, too) to Result A above, see [3,6]. Nice survey articles of the general 
area of covering systems of residue sets are [13, 141. For a list of results concerning 
covering systems of residue sets obtained by successfully applying our geometrical 
approach, see [4]. 
2. Geometric preliminaries 
For b=(bi, . . . . b,z) E Z” with bi 2 2 (1 i is n) define the lattice parallelotope, or 
simply parallelotope 
P=P(n;b):= {c=(c,,..., c,) E 22”: 0 5 C; < bi (1 I i 5 n)} 
=D,x...xD,, 
where Di= (0, . . . . b;-1) (lsirn). In case 6, =..+ = b, = b, then P(n; b) is also call- 
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ed the cube U(n; b). Let 1~ (1, . . . . n}. An I(C)-cefl, I-cell or simply cell C of P is 
any set of the form 
C={c=(ct,..., c,):OIci<b;foriEI,ci=Uifori~I} 
=E,x...xE,,, 
where Ei= (0, . . . . bi-1) forieIandEi={ui} fori$I.Hereu=(u,,...,u,)isanar- 
bitrary point in P. Thus an I-cell is a set of points in P some of whose coordinates 
are “free” (namely the I-coordinates), and the others of which are “fixed”. We in- 
clude in this definition the cases I= 0 (C is then the singleton {u}) and I= { 1, . . . , n} 
(C is then all of P). The set I=I(C) is called the index of C. The index of a cell 
C is the set of axes onto which the projection of C has the same full length as that 
of P. On any axis ieI(C) the projection of C consists of a single point UiE 
(0, . . . . bi- 1). Since each biZ2 it is clear from this description above that any cell 
of P determines its index uniquely. We define the dimension of C, dim(C) := II(C)1 . 
In particular the dimension of P(n; b) is n. A one-dimensional cell is also called a 
line, and if its index is {i], then we say it is an i-line. See [2, Fig. l] for an illustration 
of the notion of cell. 
Let P be the parallelotope P(n ; b). For x, y E P define I@, y) : = { 1 I is n: 
xiZ_Yi), and let ceN(x,y) denote the cell of P generated by x and y. Observe that 
I(x,Y) = I(celf(x, y)) and that z E cell(x, y) if and only if 1(x, z) c 1(x, y). Next define 
the Hamming distance H(x,y) = II(x, y)I . This is a metric on P. Furthermore equality 
holds in the triangle inequality, 
H(x, z) + H(z, Y) = H(x, Y) , 
if and only if I(x, z) n I(z,y) = 0, in which case necessarily z E cell(x,y). 
Two cells of P are said to be congruent if they have the same index. Thus any 
two disjoint (n - I)-dimensional cells of P(n; b) must necessarily be congruent. A 
partitition I of P into cells is called a cell partition of P. See [2, Fig. 21 for an il- 
lustration of a cell partition of P(4; (2,2,2,3)). A family r of cells of the paral- 
lelotope P is degenerate if all its cells are congruent. It is reducible if it is either 
degenerate, or if for some r’cr, 1 < II-‘1 < \I(, we have UCErl C is itself a cell of 
P. Otherwise I is irreducible. Observe that an irreducible cell partition of P(n; b) 
cannot contain any (n - 1)-dimensional cells. 
It follows from [3, Corollary 2.IV(b)] that if r is a cell partition of the (n; b)- 
parallelotope P and if CE r, then 
lrl kiegc, (bi-l)+l* (1) 
We are interested in characterizing the extremal partitions I’, for which equality 
holds in (1) for some C E r. One type of cell partition for which equality holds in 
(1) is a partition collapsible from I(C). This is a partitition constructed as follows. 
Let Ir{l,...,n} and let 
c=c,cc,c~~~cc,=P 
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be any increasing sequence of cells with Z(C) =Z and dim(&) = 1+ dim(&_,), 
15 k< s. Set Z, := {Cc} and define recursively families Z, of cells of P by 
Z, = 4-i U {all the cells of P which are subsets of (C,\ C,_,) 
and which are congruent to C,_,}. 
Then Z : = r, is a cell partition collapsible from Z or simply a collapsible cell parti- 
tion. Intuitively we first take C,. Then we annex all the remaining Z(Cc)-cells in 
Ct. Then we annex all the remaining Z(C,)-cells in C,, etc. Figure 1 below il- 
lustrates some collapsible partitions. 
Observe that equality holds in (1) if Z is a partition collapsible from Z(C). 
I 
Fig. 1 . Examples of collapsible cell partitions. The pal -titions in (a) and (b) are collapsible from 0, 
those in (c) and (d) are collapsible from { 1). The partition in (d) is also degenerate. 
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Indeed, I& 1 = 1, 14 1 = 1 + (bi, - l), lr, I = 1 + (bj, - 1) + (bi, - l), etc., where 1(C,) = 
IU{i, , . . . , ik}. What is particularly interesting about collapsible partitions is that 
they are precisely the extremals for (1). In fact we have the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let I- be a cell partition of the (n; b)-parallelotope P, and let C E r. If 
jTI < C (bi-l)+min(bi: 1 <iin), 
i$I(C) 
then r must be collapsible from I(C). 
Proof. Suppose first that Cis a singleton, C= {u}. The proof for this case proceeds 
by induction on the dimension n. If n = 1, then r necessarily consists entirely of 
singletons, in which case it is indeed collapsible from 0. Take n > 1 now. Set 
S = {x E P: H(x, u) = l}. Set b = min(bi: 1 I is n) and let u(l) = u, uc2), .. . , utb) E P 
have the property that H(u”), u(j)) = n, Vi#j. Let S’= {uc2), . . . , ucb)}. The cell 
generated by any two points of S (respectively S’) must contain u, and thus each 
point of S (respectively S’) lies in a distinct cell of r. Since IS I = Cl= I (b;- l), 
(A”( = b- 1 and by (Z), (r( < 1+ /S( + IS’/, if follows that some point c of S and 
some point d of S’ lie in the same cell K E r. Then 
H(C,d)?N(&d)-H(u,c)=n-1, 
and so K must in fact be (n - 1)-dimensional. Say Z(K) = { 1, . . . , n} \ {j}. 
Let K 1, . . . , Kb, denote the cells of P which are congruent to K. No cell of r can 
have j in its index (or else it would have to intersect K), and thus each cell of r lies 
entirely inside one of these cells Ki. Suppose K, is the one which contains u. Then 
r’= {CE~: Cc K,} is a cell partition of K, containing the singleton u. Observe 
further that by (l), ir’l? Ci+j (bi- 1) + 1. Here we are thinking of K, as an (n - l)- 
dimensional parallelotope. Since any nontrivial cell partition of any nonsingleton 
cell in P must contain at least b cells, it follows then from (2) that in fact all the 
other cells K2, . . . , Kb, themselves belong to J’. Thus T=T’U (all the I(K,)-cells in 
P \ K,} . Clearly 
Ir’l < c (b;-l)+br c (bi-l)+min(bi:i#j), 
i#j i+j 
and so the proof proceeds inductively on the cell partition r’ of K1. This concludes 
the proof in case Z(C) = 0. 
Suppose next that I(C)#O, so that C is not a singleton, We can use the same 
reduction technique which appeared in the proof of [2, Lemma 21. By possibly 
renaming axes we may assume that Z(C) = {k+ 1, . . . , nj for some k E (0, . . . , n - 1). 
Consider the cell D = P,(k; (b,, . . . , bk)) x { (0,. . . , O)} (n -k zeros) of P, which is an 
isomorphic copy of the k-dimensional parallelotope P,(k; (61, .. . , bk)). Note that 
I(D)={l,...,k}. 
Now r induces a cell partition 4 = {KIT D: K E r, Kn D # 0} of D. For an il- 
lustration of this induced partition see [2, Fig. 41. Since C tl D is a singleton and 
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141 I(Z(< C (b;--l)+min(b;: 1 SZirn) 
id I(C) 
sipI (h-l)+ min(bi: 1 I i I k) 
it follows from the case just proved above that Z, is a collapsible partition of D 
starting at 0. To finish the proof it suffices to observe that every cell KE f intersects 
D and satisfies Z(K) = Z(C) U Z(KtlD). (Equivalently every cell K E Z satisfies 
Z(C) c Z(K).) If not, then there would have to be at least min(&: ieZ(C))- 1 
distinct cells of Z disjoint from D, since the points of some i-line, ieZ(C), would 
all belong to distinct cells of r; and this together with the estimate (1) on IZ, 1 con- 
tradicts (2). 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let C,, . . . , C, be congruent cells of the parallelotope P(n; b). Then 
U:=, C; is a cell of P if and only if there exists a cell Kc Uf= 1 Ci which intersects 
each Ci; in which case Z(UT=, C,) = Z(C,) U Z(K). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 above, rename the axes if necessary so that 
Z(C,)={k+l,..., n} for some Olkln, and set D=P,(k; (6, ,..., bk))x ((0, . . . . O)]. 
By projecting Cr, . . . , C, and K onto D we can reduce this lemma to the case where 
the C, are singletons (observe that the projection of any cell is a cell), in which case 
the result is obvious. 0 
3. Cyclic group preliminaries 
Let o = UmZ be the additive cyclic group (0, . . . , m - l} modulo m, and let 
m have the prime factorization m = J$=_l pj”l. For 15j~l let Uj be the cube 
V(nj; pj), and let P be the parallelotope P= U, x . . . x Wt. Observe that P is the 
parallelotope P(n; b) where n = Cl=t nj and 
bk z1Uj-v for Cnj<klCni. 
i<j isj 
Recall the parallelotope mapping v, : (5 + P defined in [2]. Given krz o and 1 ~j~l 
le;med$W)=&b’i! . . . , b’j’) E Uj be the nj-tuple of pj-ary coefficients for *, 
p(j)(k) = b(j) H k(modpyj) = 2 bi p;jei. 
Then set p(k) = (v”‘(k) , . . . , p”‘(k)). See [2, Table 1 and Fig. 51 for a computation 
and illustration of this mapping. The following result, proved in [2], describes an 
important property of 9. 
Lemma 3.1. a, is bijective, and if H is a coset in o, say 
IHI =jilpF (OIQjItlj; 1 Ijlf), 
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then C = q(H) is a cell of P with index 
I(C)= 6 c nj+{l,...,orj} . 
j=l ( i<j > 
We shall deal primarily with cosets in 0. One special property of CJ regarding its 
cosets is the following: 
Property3.2. IfH, H’arecosetsino, HnH’#O, then jHnH’I=gcd(JHI,\H’I). 
In particular if Hn H’f0, 1 HI ) 1 H' j, then Hc H’; and distinct subgroups of (T 
have different orders. Two cosets in CJ are congruent if they have the same car- 
dinalities. On account of our remark just above this is equivalent to them being 
cosets of the same subgroup of D; and on account of Lemma 3.1 this is equivalent 
to their images under p being congruent cells of P. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Hi (1 I i zs r) be disjoint cosets in 0, and suppose there exists a 
coset H in o such that H c Ul=, Hi, but H is not entirely contained within any 
single coset Hi. Then rrp(m). Furthermore if r =p(m), then necessarily r 1 I H j and 
IHnH,l = m (1 li<r). I (4) r 
Proof. Let 15 jl r be such that H n Hjf0. Since Hi Hj it follows from Property 
3.2that lHIX(Hj(. LetpkbeapowerofaprimepsatisfyingpkIIHI bUtPkXIHjl. 
Let H’ be a coset in CJ satisfying JH’J =pk and H’n Hfl Hj#0. Then H’ c H. Fur- 
thermore H’gHi and thus lH’nHil spk-’ (1 <i<r). This leads to 
pk = IH’I =;gl IH’nHil 
( 
since H’ c H c 6 Hi 
i= I > 
5 rpk-‘. (5) 
From (5) it follows that rrpzp(m). Furthermore if r =p(m), then necessarilyp = r, 
and for equality to hold in (5) we need that 1 H’n HiJ =pk-’ (1 I is r). Thus if 
r =p(m), then 
(i) exp(q, lHl)rexp(q, IHJ) (1 ~ilr) for all primes qfr, where exp(q,n) 
denotes the exponent of q in the prime factorization of n (this may be zero); and 
(ii) exp(r, lHl)=exp(r, IHJ)+l (llirr). 
Property 3.2 together with (i) and (ii) gives the desired conclusion (4). 0 
Remark. [4, Lemma 2.11(a)] gives the same conclusion (4) for cosets in a general 
finite group G in the special case where the Hi are all the cosets of a fixed subgroup 
of G which is both normal and maximal. (Of course in this case U;= 1 Hi = G.) 
[5, Lemma II] gives the same conclusion (4) for cosets in a general finite group G 
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in the special case where the Hi are all the cosets of a fixed subgroup of G which 
has index p(lG/). See also Korec [7, Lemma VI]. 
A coset partition A of S c 0 is any partition of S into cosets. A family A of cosets 
in o is degenerate if all of its cosets are congruent. It is reducible if it is either 
degenerate, or if for some A’CA, 1< \A’( < (A(, UNE,,i, H is itself a coset in o. 
Otherwise _4 is irreducible. A coset partition A of o is a collapsible partition if it 
can be constructed as follows. Let 
H()CH,C***CH,=0 
be any increasing sequence of cosets in o with 1 Hk I// Hk _ , j = prime (1 I k I s). Set 
A0 := {H,} and define recursively 
Ak := /Ik_i U {all cosets in (Hk \&_i) which are congruent to Hk-,)‘. 
Then A := A, is a collapsible coset partition. Observe that 3, is collapsible if and 
only if the corresponding cell partition I-=&4) is a collapsible partition of 
P= p(a). 
Let A 1, A2 be families of cosets in (T. We say that A2 is a refinement of A 1 if 
VHEA~ ~H’EA,: HC H’. 
Observe that if A,, A2 are coset partitions of the same subset of o, then A2 is a 
refinement of A, if and only if it splits into coset partitions of each of the in- 
dividual cosets in A, . 
Theorem 3.4. Let A,, A, be coset partitions of the same set S c o. Then under 
ANY of the following conditions, A2 must be a refinement of A,. 
(4 IA I I <P(m); 
(b) IA, I =p(m), A2 c A for some collapsible partition A of o, and S is not a 
coset in a; 
(c) iA1 I =p(m), IA21 <2p(m)-2, A, CA for some collapsiblepartition A of a’, 
and S is not a coset in o. 
Proof. Write A, = {HI, . . . , H,} . 
(a) Let HEA,. Then HC UT=, Hi. By Lemma 3.3, 3 i. 3. HGH,. 
(b) Proceed by contradiction. Let HEAP be such that He Hi (1 I ir r). By 
Lemma 3.3 we conclude that (4) holds. 
Since q(H) is a cell which is contained in UF=i p(Hi) and intersects each p(Hi), 
it follows that the IHil cannot all be equal. Otherwise the cells (D(H~) would all be 
congruent, and by Lemma 2.2 their union would then be a cell. Furthermore this 
cell would have an index of the form (3) for some choices of 0 5 ojl nj (1 INS r), 
since sets of this type are closed under unions, making S= Ui= 1 Hi a coset; con- 
trary to the hypothesis. 
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It is easy to see then that there must be some prime p # r and indices 15 s, t 5 n 
for which exp(p, IH,I)#exp(p, IHJ). Otherwise if the exp(p, 1Hil) were all equal 
(1 I is r), for every prime p #r, then since (4) implies that the exp(r, ]HJ) are all 
equal, it would follow that the IHil were all equal, which we just showed above to 
be impossible. Assume now w.1.o.g. that exp(p, IHi I) > exp(p, IH2 I) for some p# r. 
Set a=(lcm(lHZI, IH, I/p))r. Observe that 
aim; lHl,lH21 la; wd(a,IHII)= y. 
Let G c (T be the subgroup of order a. Then it follows from the above divisor proper- 
ties that (i) H and H2 each lie entirely within some coset of G; and (ii) precisely p 
cosets of G intersect HI. Since p 2 3 at least two cosets of G must intersect HI but 
not Hz; and thus at least two cosets congruent o H (being inside the two cosets of 
G) must intersect H, but not Hz. Say H’, H” are congruent o Hand intersect HI 
but not H, (see Fig. 2). Since /1 is collapsible and HE/I, all but at most one coset 
congruent to H lie inside some coset of /1. Let’s say H” is a (possible) exception. 
In any event H’ lies inside some coset of /1. Also, H’ intersects HI. Therefore 
H’c UT=, Hi=S. But then by Lemma 3.3, H’ should also intersect Hz. We have 
been led to a contradiction. 
(c) Again proceed by contradiction. Arguing as above let HE A be such that (4) 
holds. We know that the lHi1 cannot all be equal, since UT=, Hi is not a coset (see 
the argument in (b) above). Let L be a line in p(H), the points of which lie in distinct 
cells I, say Z(L) = {a}. Such a line must exist, for otherwise each line of p(H) 
would lie entirely within some cell p(Hi); and it is easy to see that this would mean 
that v(H) itself is entirely contained within one cell p(Hi). Observe that a6 
Z(p(Hj)) (1 Silt-). 
Since r is the smallest dimension of P(n; b) = p(o) it follows that L must consist 
Fig. 2. Illustration for the proof of Theorem 3.4(b). In this illustration r=2 and p= 3. 
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of r points, and in fact every cell a intersects L (15 irr). Furthermore since 
the cells I all belong to a collapsible cell partition, it follows from the facts 
that they all intersect a single line L and they are not all congruent, that all but one 
of them are congruent-that one having a smaller index. Precisely, after possibly 
renumbering 
JH, 1 = ... = p-, /; WI 1 IHA. 
Since exp(p, IH, l)>exp(~, iH,l) for someprimep>r, and exp(q, IH,I)>exp(q, IHI) 
for all primes q>r (see the arguments in (b) above and in the proof of Lemma 3.3), 
it follows that exp(p, lH,/)>exp(p, IH,l),exp(p, IHI). Thus by (3) there is an axis 
j E 4&H,)) \ My,(H)) U Z(y?(H,))) 
with bj=p. NOW let Li be the j-line passing through &Hi) fl L (1 I is r). 
Clearly LiCp(Hi) (l<i<r--1) since jEZ(p(Hi)) (llilr-1). On the other 
hand since a$Z(p(HJ) (15 i<r) it follows that L,\ L is disjoint from Ul= 1 &Hi) 
(see Fig. 3). Observe that lLil =p and the points of Li lie in distinct cells of v(/lz) 
(lsirr-1). 
If r=2, then since the points of L, lie in distinct cells of p(A2), and since 
IL, 12 3, it follows that l/1,1 2 3, which is the desired contradiction in this case. 
Suppose i-2 3. Since the cell generated by any two points x E L, \ L, y E L2 \ L must 
These points must all lie in 
distinct cells of q?(/iz). 
a=1 ‘--I/‘\\ (o(H3) 
Fig. 3. Illustration for the proof of Theorem 3.4(c). In this illustration r=3, p=5, (Y= 1 and j=2. 
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necessarily intersect L,\ L, it follows that the points in (L, U L2)\ L all lie in 
distinct cells of q~(/1~). Since lLil > r (15 is r) we arrive at the contradiction 
l/I21 2 l+(IL,/-l)+(IL,j-1)>2r-1. 0 
4. Main theorem 
Recall the definition of ,l : N + tN in Section 1 above. As above let cr = Z/mZ 
where m has the prime factorization m = flj.=, p?. It follows from [14] (see also 
[3, Proposition 3.111) that if /1 is a coset partition of CJ, HE/~, then j/11 IA(~/IHI). 
For an irreducible partition we can improve this. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be an irreducible coset partition of o, and let HE A. Then 
IA I 2 J. fi + [p(m’) - 1lmf), 
( > 
where m’=m/gcd(ILI: LEA). 
Proof. By scaling m and all the cosets of /1 by the same factor we may assume 
without loss of generality that 
gcd(lLI: LEA) = 1. 
Then m'=m. Let p=p,=P(m) and let Hi be the coset i(p)fl o (Osi<p). Let L be 
any coset of o. If py’ 1 IL I , then L intersects every coset Hi, and L is also closed 
under addition by m/p;’ in o. Otherwise if p;‘X jLI, then L lies entirely within one 
coset His Set /li={LEA: LCHi}. Then 
(7) 
where pi= y,m/py. Here {ye, .. . . v,-i} = (0, . . . , p - 1 } and yi is such that pi = i(mod p). 
This means that {L +pi: L E&} is a coset partition of ULEnr L, and puts us 
directly in the setting of Theorem 3.4. An important observation here is that for 
L E /lo, say L = a(M) n o with p 1 M, we have UGLY (L + pi) = a(M/p) fl o; in par- 
ticular Uy:,i (L +&) is itself a coset of o. By the way, the /li cannot be vacuous or 
else py’ would be a common divisor of IL I, L E A. 
Set v= l/ljl =rnin(lAil: Osi<p). It must be that vrp(m). Otherwise it follows 
from (7) and Theorem 3.4(a) that for each i, ( ULEA, L) + pi-p, splits into v coset 
partitions of the v cosets L e/lj, and this cannot be. For if IAil > v for some i, 
then, by the pigeon-hole principle, /li+Pi-pj is reducible, hence /l; is reducible, 
hence /I is reducible. And if I/Ii1 =v (O<i<p), then in fact /li=/lo+pi (O~i<p); 
in which case L +pi EA (irs i<p, L E&), which again implies that /1 is reducible 
(degenerate if v= l), by our important observation above. 
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Case 1: py 1 IHl. Then as mentioned above H intersects every coset Hi. Let 
/I’={LEA:L~Z&#~}. Then A’flH, is a coset partition of Ho containing 
HnH,, and thus by [14] (see also [3, Proposition 3.111) 
Hence 
+(p-l)p(m)21 
Case 2: p?X 1 HI. Then as mentioned above H itself is contained in one of the 
cosets Hi, say H, . Let A’ = {L E A : L n H, # 01. Then A’ fl H, is a coset partition of 
H, containing H, and thus [14] (see also [3, Proposition 3.111) 
,A’/ ~A(~)=A(--&) =A(%)-(P-l). 
Hence 
+ [p(m) - ll(P - 1). 
Suppose now that (6) is false. Then by the above inequalities 
(i) IA’1 ~~(~~~H~)+[P(~)-~IP-(P-~)~~~(IH,I~~HI)+P(~H,I)-~~ 
(ii) v =p(m); 
(iii) )Ail12[p(WZ)-l] (Oli<p). 
Thus by Theorem 2.1 applied to A’fl H, as a coset partition of H,, using Lemma 
3.1 to convert this to a cell partition of c&H,), we conclude that A’n H, must be a 
collapsible coset partition. If l/1,1 >p(m) or if l/1,1 =p(m) but l/1,1 >p(m) for some 
i, then we may apply Theorem 3.4(b) or (c), respectively, using (iii) in the latter case, 
to conclude that A is reducible. Otherwise if //lil =p(m) (Ori<p), then by apply- 
ing Theorem 3.4(b) we see that /li =A0 +pi (05 i<p), which again implies that A 
is reducible, according to our important observation above. This exhausts all the 
possible alternatives, and forces us to conclude that (6) in fact does hold. 0 
Theorem 4.1 is equivalent o Result C(i) in Section 1 above. Indeed any DCS A = 
{ai( 1 5 il t} corresponds to the coset partition A = {ai tl cr: 15 is t}, 
where a=Z/mZ, m being the lcm of the moduli ni, 1 ci< t. Furthermore since 
la;(n;) fl CT 1 = m/ni it follows that 
gcd(lLJ: L E/l) = gcd 
m 
;: lsi<t =l. 
I > 
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Fig. 4. The nondegenerate irreducible cell partition corresponding to the DCS {2(6),4(6), l(lO), 3(10), 
7(10),9(10),0(15), 5(30), 6(30), 12(30), 18(30), 24(30), 25(30)}. This example is due to Porubskg. 
Figure 4 illustrates a nondegenerate irreducible coset partition of U302 with 13 
cosets. The parallelotope P(3; (2,3,5)) corresponds to (T = 21302. The figure also il- 
lustrates the mapping 9 : o--t P. 
5. Second theorem 
Let S(x, r) denote the sphere centered at x of radius r, S(x, r) = {y E P: H&y) i r} . 
Observe that S(x, 1) is the union of all lines of P passing through x; and that 
ceZZ(x, y) C S(x, H(x, y)) . 
Theorem 5.1. Let r be a cell partition of the parallelotope P(n; b), n>2, which 
contains at least two singletons {c}, {d} with H(c, d) 2 2, and does not contain any 
(n - I)-dimensional cells. Then 
Irl 12+ i (bi-l)+ C (bj-2)+E, 
i=l i e I@, d) 
where 
c 
6, - bk + 1 for some k E Z(c, d), I $ Z(c, d), if H(c, d) < n, 
&= 
0, if H(c, d) = n. 
Proof. Let e E P be such that Z(d,e) = { 1, . . . , n} \ Z(c, d). Observe that if x,y are 
distinct points in S(c, l), then c E cefZ(x, y). Thus the points in S(c, 1) all lie in distinct 
cells of Z. The same holds for the points in S(d, l), of course. Furthermore if 
x~ceN(c,d), YE S(c, l>\ cell(c,d), then c~cell(x,y), since Z(c,x) nZ(c,y) =0. Thus 
the cells of Z which contain points in S(c, l)\ ceN(c,d) must be disjoint from 
celf(c, d). 
It follows from the triangle inequality that H(x,y)zr- 1 whenever XE S(c, l), 
y $ S(c, r - 1) (1 i r5 n). In particular since Z does not contain any (n - 1)-dimensional 
cells it follows that x, y lie in distinct cells of Z whenever x E S(c, l), y $ S(c, n - 1). 
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Let m =H(c, d). Then similarly since any two noncongruent (m - I)-dimensional 
cells inside ceZf(c,d) necessarily intersect, it follows that the set 
{y E ceZZ(c, d) \ S(c, m - 1): 3x~ S(c, 1). 3 . x,y lie in the same cell of Z} 
is necessarily disjoint from some (m - 1)-dimensional cell MC cefl(c, d) containing 
d, say Z(M) =Z(c, d) \ {k}. (Observe here that such an x must necessarily be in 
ceZZ(c, d), since, by our comment just above, otherwise the cell of Z containing x 
would be disjoint from cel/(c,d) altogether.) 
Case 1: m =n. In this case d =e. Since ~222 the sets 
A = qc, l), B=S(d,l)\S(c,m-1) 
are disjoint. By our conclusion above the points in A U B all lie in distinct cells of 
Z-. Thus 
IZI 2 IAI + IBI =2+;g, (b;-l)+iil (hi-2). 
To calculate IZ3I here observe that every line in S(d, 1) contains precisely one point 
in S(c,m-1). 
Case 2: m < n. Let L c ceN(d, e) be a line passing through e, all of whose points 
lie in distinct cells of Z, say Z(L) = {I}. Such a line necessarily exists, or else the cell 
of Z containing e would also contain d (see Fig. 5). Suppose XE ce/l(c, d), YE L. 
Then 
Z(x, d) fl Z(d,y) C Z(c, d) fl Z(d, e) = 0, 
and so dEcefl(x,y). From this it follows that x, y must lie in distinct cells of Z’. 
Consider the sets 
A =S(c,l), B=MOS(d,l)\S(c,m-l), C=L\S(c,n-1). 
Since n> m 2 2 these three sets are mutually disjoint. Furthermore the points in 
A U B U C all lie in distinct cells of Z. This is clear for A U B from the way M was 
defined above; and it is clear for A U C and BU C by our conclusions above and 
the way L was defined. Thus 
IZl 2 IAl+ IBI + ICI 
=2+ C (bi-l)+ C (b;-2)+(b/-1). 
i=l iG f(c, d) 
i#k 
To calculate I B I and /C I here observe that every line in cell(c, d) n S(d, 1) contains 
precisely one point in S(c, m - l), and every line in S(e, 1) contains precisely one 
point in S(c, n - 1). 0 
Say that a cell partition Z of a parallelotope is singleton-reducible if some line of 
P is a union of singletons from K Otherwise if it is not singleton-reducible, say that 
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d 
Fig. 5. Illustration for the proof of Theorem 5.1. This is the parallelotope P(S; (3,3,3,3,3)). In this il- 
lustration c = (0, 0, O,O, 0), d = (2,2,2,0,0), e = (2,2,2,2,2), k = 2 and I = 5. 
Tis singleton-irreducible. Observe that if P is one- or two-dimensional, then any cell 
partition of P which contains a singleton must be singleton-reducible. 
Corollary 5.2. Lel r 6e a singleton-irreducible cell partition of the (n; b)-parallel- 
otope P which contains a singleton (c}. Then n 2 3 and 
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Irl 2iil (bi-1)+(a+b+Y-4) 
where IX, p, y are the three smallest values of b;, 1 I is n. 
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(8) 
Proof. The fact that n I 3 follows from our comment just above. Observe that r 
must contain a singleton {d} with H(c, d) 2 3. To argue this let eci) be a point on 
the i-line through c for which {e”‘} $r (15 iln). Such points exist since r is 
singleton-irreducible. Consider the n-dimensional 2-cube 
A = {u E P: each coordinate of u agrees with that same 
coordinate of one of the &}. 
This set A is isomorphic to (0, l}” with c corresponding to (0, . . . ,0) (n zeros), as 
shown in Fig. 6. Any line of P which intersects A must hit it at precisely two points 
u, w with H(c, o) even and H(c, w) odd (in fact H(c, U) =H(c, w) f 1). Thus by con- 
sidering the overall balance of parities for H(c,u), u EA, with respect o the parti- 
tion of A induced by r, it follows that some point d E A with H(c, d) odd must be 
such that {d} E r. On the other hand the only points u EA with H(c, U) = 1 are the 
eci). Therefore H(c, d) 2 3. 
The proof proceeds now by induction on n. 
Case n = 3. We claim that r cannot contain any two-dimensional cells. To argue 
this suppose on the contrary that r contains a two-dimensional cell C. Then r must 
split into cell partitions of each of the two-dimensional cells congruent to C. One 
of these cell partitions has to contain {c}; but as mentioned above any cell partition 
of a two-dimensional cell which contains a singleton must be singleton-reducible. 
d 
Fig. 6. Illustration of the 2-cube A in the proof of Corollary 5.2. Every line of P that intersects A hits 
it in precisely two points. 
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Thus r must be singleton-reducible, contrary to hypothesis. Now that we have 
established our claim, the result (8) follows at once from Theorem 5.1. 
Induction step. If Z-does not contain any (n - 1)-dimensional cells, then the result 
(8) follows at once from Theorem 5.1, exactly as above. Otherwise suppose that r 
contains an (n - I)-dimensional cell C, say I(C) = { 1, . . . , n> \ (j} . Then r must split 
into cell partitions of each of the (n - I)-dimensional cells congruent to C. One 
of these cells has to contain c, say CE C’. We have IT/ > /PI + (bj- I), where 
r’= {KEP KG C’} is a cell partition of C’. Since C’ is (n - 1)-dimensional it 
follows from the induction assumption that 
(p-/l L c (bi-l)+(a+fl+y-4), 
i#j 
from which (8) now follows. q 
Let r be a cell partition of the parallelotope P. Recall the notion of a subset 
minimal cell of r, introduced in [2]. We say that CE~ is subset minimal (in r) if 
ck r, I(C’) C I(C) * I(C’) = I(C). 
That is, C is subset minimal if its index is minimal relative to set inclusion (among 
indices of all the cells in r). 
Corollary 5.3. Let r be an irreducible cell partition of the (n; b)-parallelotope P, 
and let C E r. Then n 2 3 and 
where a, /3, y are the three smallest values of bi, 1 I iln. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that C is subset minimal in r, 
since reducing I(C) only serves to increase the right-hand side of (9). Construct r, 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. That is, by possibly renaming axes assume that 
1(C)={k+l,..., n}, let D=P,(k;(bl ,..., bJ)x{(O ,..., 0)) (n-k zeros), and take 
r,={KnD: KEr, KnD#0). On account of the subset minimality of C, it 
follows that K II D is a singleton, KE r, if and only if I(K) = I(C). Thus, since r is 
irreducible, it follows that r, is singleton-irreducible. Since r1 contains singletons 
and JTJ 2 IT,) the result (9) follows now from Corollary 5.2. q 
Remark. Observe from its proof that we can weaken the hypothesis of Corollary 
5.3. For Zc{l,..., n} say that r is I-reducible if the union of two or more of the 
I-cells in r is also a cell of P. Otherwise if it is not I-reducible, say that r is Z- 
irreducible. (Thus singleton-reducibility is equivalent o O-reducibility.) Then for (9) 
to hold it suffices that r be 1(C’)-irreducible where C’G C is a subset minimal cell 
in r. 
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Let /1 be a coset partition of the cyclic group Z/mZ. Say that HE/~ is division 
minimal (in A) if 
H’E A, IH’I I IHI a IH’1 = IHI. 
That is, His division minimal if its cardinality is minimal relative to division (among 
cardinalities of all the cells in r). It is easy to see from Lemma 3.1 that His division 
minimal in /1 if and only if q(H) is subset minimal in qQl>. 
Corollary 5.4. Let A be an irreducible coset partition of (T = Z/m 77, and let HE A. 
Set m’ = m/gcd( 1 L 1: L E A). Then m’ has at least three distinct prime divisors, and 
IAl ~~(m/lH/)+(p~+p2+p3-9, (10) 
where pl, p2, p3 are the three smallest prime divisors of m’. 
Proof. Again as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, assume without loss of generality that 
gcd(lLI: LEA)= 1, so that in fact m’=m. 
Case 1: JHJ = 1. Let m = flf= 1 p,“i be the prime factorization of m. Recall that 
P=p(a) is the parallelotope P(n; b), where n = CJ=, nj and bk=pj for Cicj ni< 
kr CiSj n;. Let C 2 (o(H) be the cell with index 
Set r= q~(/l). Observe that on account of (3) any cell of r containing a point x E C, 
whose index is not contained in I(C), necessarily contains an entire line L c C 
through x. In other words any cell KE I- which intersects C is either a subset of C, 
or else contains entire lines of C passing through each point of Kfl C. In particular 
then if K n C is a singleton (for any cell KEY), then K is a singleton. 
Now set r’= {Kfl C: KEY, Kn C = 0}. Then r’ is a singleton-irreducible 
cell partition of C containing the singleton q(H), say v(H) = {c}. According to 
Corollary 5.2 
In addition, as explained in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the points in S(c, 1) \ C all 
lie in distinct cells of r which are all disjoint from C. Thus 
Iri 2 Irrl +j&, (nj-l)(pj-1) 
I 
‘jg, nj(Pj-1)+(Pl+P2+P3-4) 
= n(m) + (Pi +Pz +P, - 5). 
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Case 2: IHI > 1. As in the proof of Corollary 5.3 we can assume without loss of 
generahty that H is division minimal in /1, since reducing H only serves to increase 
the right-hand side of (10). Then p(H) is subset minimal in r Consider once again 
the induced partition Z’ of D, where D is the cell of P containing 0 with Z(D) = 
(1, . ..9 n} \ Z(p(H)). This partition is singleton-irreducible since ,4 is irreducible. Fur- 
thermore according to Lemma 3.1, Z’corresponds back to a coset partition of o‘== 
Z/(m/(H()B. Simply observe that since Z(Cll D)=Z(C)flZ(D) for any cells C, D 
that intersect, it follows from (3) that every cell in Z’ is actually the image of a coset 
in 0’. Thus we can apply the result of Case 1 above. 0 
On account of the remark following the proof of Theorem 4.1, it can be seen here 
that Corollary 5.4 is equivalent to Result C(ii) in Section 1 above. Again the 
hypothesis of Corollary 5.4 can be weakened along the lines of the remark following 
Corollary 5.3. In particular if H is division minimal, then (10) will follow as long 
as /1 is (HI-irreducible, in the sense that no union of two or more of the cosets in 
/1 congruent to H is also a (single) coset. 
6. Application to Boolean algebra 
In the case of the 2-cube U(n; 2), the results proved above and in [3] have a special 
interpretation in the framework of Boolean algebra. Recall the rules of logic for 
Boolean variables. 
XY x+Y 
Y Y 
X 0 1 X 0 1 X .T 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
Let xi, . . . . x,, be Boolean variables. We define a clause c to be a logical expres- 
sion of the form 
C = n Xi ’ n .Zi 
iEJ, iEJ* 
where Ji, J2 are disjoint subsets of { 1, . . . , n}. Let 
J = J(c) = J, U J2 . 
Then it is easy to see that the set of points 
C=C(c)={xEU(n;2):c=1) 
for which c is satisfied, is a cell of U with index 
Z(C)= {l,...,n}\J, 
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and conversely every cell of U comes from some clause c. Simply observe that 
c= 1 cs x;= 1 (iEJi), x, = 0 (iE Jz), 
and note that c is independent of xi, i $ J. 
A formula F in the variables xi is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if F= 
c (I E A c, for clauses c, . We say that this formula Fin DNF involves Xi if Xi appears 
in one of the clauses c,, a EA; that is, if ie J(c,) for some aeA. The formula F 
is a tautology if it is identically (logically equivalent to) 1. 
Two clauses are exclusive if they contain a variable and its complement. A 
tautology Fin DNF is disjoint if the clauses comprising it are mutually exclusive. 
It is said to be minimal if upon removal of any one of its clauses c,, cr EA, it ceases 
tobeatautology.LetJc{l,..., n}. A DNF formula is J-reducible if it contains two 
J-clauses which differ in precisely one literal. Otherwise it is J-irreducible. Observe 
that these definitions correspond to those for systems of cells of a parallelotope 
above and in [3]. 
Examples (Tautologies). (i) xi +R, is disjoint (l)-reducible. 
(ii) x1 x2x3 + Xi x2X3 +x1 X2 +x1X3 + R, x3 is disjoint J-irreducible for every J c 
{1,2,3}. 
(iii) xix, +x1 X~ + Xi is disjoint { 1,2}-reducible, since xi x2 + xi x2 is logically 
equivalent to xi. 
. . . 
(iv) xlx2+_Z2+n, IS mmimal. 
(v) x1 x2 +x1 z2 + K, +x3x4 is not minimal, since the clause x3x4 is extraneous. 
Remark. Observe that although a disjoint tautology in DNF is equivalent o a cell 
partition, it need not correspond to a disjoint covering system. This is because it 
follows from Lemma 3.1 that a clause c corresponds to a coset of (T = Z/2”2 under 
the parallelotope mapping v, if and only if the variables it involves are x,,x,_ l, . . . , 
xk for some 15 k5 n; that is, if and only if I(c) = {k, k + 1,. . . , n}. Thus there are 
fundamental differences between tautologies and covering systems. For example 
there are no singleton-irreducible coset partitions of o = Z/2”L containing singletons 
(since lo 1 would need to have at least three distinct prime divisors, by Corollary 5.4); 
but there are singleton-irreducible cell partitions of U(n; 2) containing singletons, 
for any n 2 3. In effect we are simply emphasizing the fact that not every cell of P 
is the image under v, of a coset in o. 
Tarsi (see [l]) proved that if F= COCA c, is a minimal tautology in DNF 
involving n Boolean variables, then IA 1 r n + 1. (Tarsi stated his result for minimal 
unsatisfiable formulas in conjunctive normal form, CNF. It is obvious from De 
Morgan’s law that this is equivalent o the statement above for DNF.) We point out 
that this is an immediate consequence of [3, Corollary 2.IV(a)]. We can also prove 
Corollary 6.1. Let F= CuEA c, be a disjoint { 1, . . ..n}-irreducible tautology in 
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DNF involving n Boolean variables. Suppose that some clause c,, a E A, actually 
involves all n of these variables. Then n 2 3 and 
IAl 2 n+2. 
Proof. This follows at on’ce from Corollary 5.2 since a =p= y = 2. 0 
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